Sub.: Inspection of various drain work under North Road Maintenance Division on 18.05.2020 at 11:00 a.m.

The inspection of drains from Main Gate, Kabristhan along ORR to Jahangirpuri Metro station was carried out along with Sh. Vikram Pal, EE, North Road Division, Sh. Jaipal, AE, NR-14, Sh. Sukhvir Singh, AE, NR-12, Sh. Shabbaz Javed, JE, NR-14, Sh. Manish Kumar, JE, NR-12 and representative of contractors of drains cleaning work.

The following observations have been noticed during inspection:-

1. Poklane machine is to be arranged by the contractor of “Comprehensive Maintenance Work of Ring Road and Outer Ring Road” for cleaning of drain along outer Ring Road.
2. Number of electrical poles are lying over the drain in front of Electrical Sub Division near kabristhan. The same may be got removed immediately to ensure proper cleaning of drain.
3. It was also observed that archeological department has constructed boundary wall over our drain from Masjid gate to Electrical Sub Division office. Matter may be taken up with MCD to clear such encroachment for proper cleaning of drain.
4. Brick toe wall is required to be constructed under loop of Mukarba Chowk Flyover in front of Masjid to avoid unauthorise movement of traffic under the loop which has damaged storm water drain.
5. Drain under the loop and along RE wall may be cleaned immediately and precast cover may be placed wherever required.
6. Two number new chamber/manholes may be made between Sanjay Enclave and Masjid gate for proper cleaning of drain as there are no manhole in about 100 meter length. Last year, only one manhole was contructed.
7. Cleaning of both sides drains from Sanjay Enclave to Jahangirpuri Metro station is in progress and substantial cleaning has been done by the contractor but silt is still lying either on the road side or over the drain which has been dried up. Hence the contractor may be requested to remove the silt immediately and site may be cleaned properly.

P.T.O.
8. One cross culvert near Sanjay Enclave may be checked for free flow and if water is not flowing freely, chockage may be cleared by deploying supersucker machine before 31.5.2020.
9. In some of the drains along service road, manual cleaning is in progress. Number of labour may be increased so that complete desilting work may be completed before 31.05.2020 or latest by 10.06.2020.
10. Regular removing of floating material may be carried out from time to time.
11. One chamber near main Jahangirpuri road is full of silt/ floating material. Same may be cleaned immediately.
12. One bell mouth coming form service road to main drain was found choked near metro pillar no. 132.
13. Some main holes/chambers of the Mall Road Extension drains needs further cleaning.
14. One chamber near Rajasthan Udhog Swiss Company is completely chocked which may be cleaned immediately.
15. One pothole on main road near Jahangirpuri Metro station on carriageway from Mukarba Chowk to Jahangirpuri metro station needs immediate repair.

Relevant important photographs taken during inspection are enclosed for your necessary action please. Hence you are requested to submit the status report after compliance of the same along with compliance photographs of same location.

Copy to:
1. The Chief Engineer, North Maintenance Zone, PWD, MSO Building for information please.
2. The Assistant Engineer, NR-12, PWD for information and necessary action.
3. The Assistant Engineer, NR-14, PWD for information and necessary action.
Bell Mouth Chocked Near Pillar No. 132
Silt to be removed from Mall Road Ext.
Rajasthan Udyog Swiss Company
Near Pillar of Jahagirpuri Metro Station